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A turnstile electron-spin entangler in semiconductors
Claudia Sifel and Ulrich Hohenestera)

Institut für Theoretische Physik, Karl-Franzens-Universita¨t Graz, Universita¨tsplatz 5, 8010 Graz, Austria

~Received 4 March 2003; accepted 7 May 2003!

We propose a single-electron doped quantum dot in a field-effect structure as an optically triggered
turnstile for spin-entangled electrons. A short laser pulse excites a charged exciton, whose quantum
properties are transferred through tunneling and relaxation to the spin entanglement between
electrons in the dot and contact. We identify the pertinent disentanglement mechanisms, and discuss
experimental detection and possible application schemes. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Devices based on single quantum systems can pro
single quanta. This opens the possibility for the implemen
tion of schemes based on the fundamental laws of quan
mechanics, for example, quantum cryptography1 or quantum
computation.2,3 Within the field of semiconductors, it wa
soon realized that quantum dots~QDs!,4 sometimes referred
to asartificial atoms, are ideal candidates for such challen
ing future applications, in particular in view of their hig
compatibility with existing semiconductor technology. I
deed, in the seminal work of Ge´rard and Gayral5 the authors
proposed a single QD embedded in a microcavity as a via
single-photon source; the applicability of this scheme w
demonstrated experimentally soon after.6–8 An important
technological improvement is due to Yuanet al.9 who re-
placed the optical triggering with an electrical one.

A reversed approach was recently pursued by Zren
et al.,10 where the authors used a QD photodiode as an o
cally triggeredsingle-electronturnstile: a short laser puls
coherently excites an exciton in a QD embedded in a fie
effect structure. If the structure is properly designed, s
that tunneling occurs on a much shorter timescale than ra
tive decay, the electron–hole excitation of the QD dec
into a separated electron and hole within the contacts, wh
is detected as the photocurrent. Within this scheme it t
becomes possibleto transfer optical excitations in a deter
ministic way to electrical currents.

In this letter, we exploit this finding to propose a devi
that allows the optically triggered creation of a spi
entangled electron pair. The proposed structure@Fig. 1~a!# is
identical to the one used by Zrenneret al.,10,11except that the
dot is initially populated by a single surplus electron. Th
can be achieved by applying an external bias voltage s
that an electron is transferred from a nearbyn-type reservoir
to the dot,12,13 where further charging is prohibited becau
of the Coulomb blockade. Optical excitation of this structu
then results in the excitation of acharged exciton~a complex
consisting of two electrons and a single hole12–14!, appropri-
ate tuning of light polarization and frequency allows one
selectively excite the charged-exciton ground state, wh
the two electrons have opposite spin orientations. Si
within the field-effect structure the charged exciton is no
stable configuration, in a consequent step, one electron
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hole will tunnel out from the dot to the nearby contac
Here, the system can follow two pathways: either the el
tron in the dot has spin-up and the one in the reservoir s
down orientation or vice versa. According to the laws
quantum mechanics, the total state of the system thus
comes a superposition of these two configurations. As will
proven subsequently,in this state, the electron spins ar
maximally entangled. Thus, the proposed device is an op
cally triggered turnstile for spin-entangled electrons, wh
could be used in future quantum information applications
establish entanglement between spatially separated sites

In a sense, our scheme is similar to the proposal of B
son et al.15 in which entangled photons are created in t
cascade decay of a biexciton. However, in the system of
present concern, additional difficulties arise because
tunnel-generated electron and hole do not propagate fr
~as photons would in the corresponding scheme!, but are
subject to interactions in the contact. The resulting scat
ings of the entangled particles hamper a straightforward
terpretation of the functionality of the proposed device a
call for a careful theoretical analysis. It is the purpose of t
letter to provide a comprehensible theory accounting for
complete cascade process of~1! the buildup of three-particle
coherence through tunneling;~2! the swapping of quantum

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic band diagram of the proposed structure.~b! Level
scheme of the spin-degenerate electron statesus5↑,↓& and the charged-
exciton stateu3& in the dot.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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coherence to spin entanglement through dephasing and r
ation in the reservoirs; and~3! the process of disentangle
ment through spin-selective scatterings. Since the main
phasis of our work is on the identification of the bas
schemes underlying the buildup and decay of entanglem
we rely on a simplified description scheme of environm
interactions, which will allow us to derive analytic expre
sions throughout.

Our model system comprises@Fig. 1~b!#: the spin-
degenerate electron ground statesus& and the charged
exciton ground stateu3& in the dot~with energiesEs andE3 ,
respectively!; the electron and hole states in the reserv
described by the usual field operatorscks anddk8 ~energies
eks

e and ek8
h ) with k labeling the quantum numbers~e.g.,

wave vector and band index!, and we have explicitly indi-
cated the electron spin. The Hamiltonian of the system w
out interactions (H0) thus reads

H05(
s

Esus&^su1E3u3&^3u1(
ks

eks
e cks

† cks

1(
k8

ek8
h dk8

† dk8 . ~1!

Since we are dealing with anopen system~i.e., system
interacting with its environment! we have to adopt a density
matrix description.16,17 Let us assume that initially, the elec
tron spin direction is undetermined; that is, the correspo
ing density matrix is a mixturer51/2(sus&^su. When at
time t50 the dot is subject to an unpolarized optic
p-pulse,10 it will be excited to state 3. Hence, the initia
density matrix isu3&^3u ~although the proposed scheme wou
also work for charged-exciton occupancies less than 1
discussed later!.

For the system’s time evolution, we employ a mast
equation framework of Lindblad form16,17

ṙ52 i @H0 ,r#2
1

2 (
i

~Li
†Lir1rLi

†Li !1(
i

L irLi
† ,

~2!

within which scatterings are described in the usual Mark
and adiabatic approximations. In Eq.~2!, theLi are the Lind-
blad operators, which account for the different scatter
channels.

Tunneling. For low temperatures and early times, we c
safely neglect phonon processes and radiative decay in
dot, and tunneling becomes the only relevant scattering ch
nel. Quite generally, the question as to whether combi
electron–hole tunneling dominates over separate tunne
~as we will assume! depends on the design of the structu
In Ref. 11, the authors measured tunneling lifetimes betw
29 and 330 ps, where the exact value strongly depends o
internal electric field;18 alternatively, it might be advanta
geous to use type-II QDs,19 where the hole is only Coulomb
bound and much shorter tunneling lifetimes could
achieved. However, such details are not crucial to our st
and the only relevant assumptions are:~1! all tunneling pro-
cesses are independent of spin and~2! since the hole enter
with a high excess energy into the contact, it immediat
suffers an inelastic scattering, which guarantees that tun
ing is an irreversible process. In our calculations, the la
Downloaded 01 Jul 2003 to 143.50.77.14. Redistribution subject to AIP
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point is taken into account by tracing over the degrees
freedom of the hole in the reservoir and neglecting ter
tr hrd†d. Within this framework and assuming tunneling m
trix elementst̂ independent ofk andk8, we can solve Eq.~2!
through anunraveling of the master equation,20 to obtain21

r~ t !>e2ltu3&^3u1lE
0

t

dt8e2lt8U~ t,t8!

3uC1&^C1uU~ t8,t !, ~3!

with l52pu t̂u2(s* dvedvhge(ve)gh(vh)d(ve1vh1Es

2E3) the total tunneling rate,ge,h(v) the electron and hole
density-of-states in the reservoir,U(t,t8) the time evolution
operator in the reservoir, anduC1&^C1u the density matrix
after tunneling. In the spirit of the quantum-jump approach20

in Eq. ~3!, the first term can be interpreted as theconditional
density matrixfor no tunneling~which decays withe2lt),
whereas the second term is the conditional evolution a
tunneling. The corresponding density matrix is obtain
from20 Li u3&^3uLi

†/tr (•), whereLi is the Lindblad operator
for tunneling and the denominator ensurestr r51, which
gives

uC1&}(
s

E
eF

vc
dvCs

†~v!us̄&. ~4!

Here,eF is the Fermi energy of then-type reservoir,vc is a
cutoff energy due to the kinematics of the tunneling proce
Cs(v)5(kcksd(v2eks

e ), ands̄ a spin-orientation antipar
allel to s. Eq. ~4! is an important and nontrivial result. Firs
it demonstrates that despite the incoherent nature of tun
ing and hole relaxation, the electron system can be descr
in terms of wave functions; we note here in passing that
detection of the hole would even allow us to purify this wa
function,3 which might be of relevance when initiallyr is not
equal tou3&^3u. Second, a closer inspection of Eq.~4! reveals
that the spin partC↑

†u↓&1C↓
†u↑& is a maximally entangled

stateof the electrons in the dot and reservoir. We emphas
that this maximal entanglement is independent of the s
basis, which guarantees that our scheme is not deterior
by possible polarization anisotropies of the dot states~fine-
structure splittings!.

Dephasing and relaxation. After tunneling, the system
propagates in presence of scatterings, as described
U(t,t8) in Eq. ~3!. Quite generally, we assume that the o
bital degrees of the reservoir electron are subject to m
stronger interaction channels~e.g., phonons! than the spin
degrees, as evidenced by the long measured spin lifeti
~;nanoseconds! in n-doped semiconductors.22 For that rea-
son, let us first consider an elastic electron scattering
does not depend on spin; that is, Lindblad operators of

form AG(sCs
†(v)Cs(v), with G the scattering rate. Unrav

eling the corresponding master equation in an analog
fashion to Eq.~3!, we again recover a conditional evolutio
for no scattering~that decays withe2Gt) and a remainder
that describes the effects of scattering. Here, the density
trix after scattering becomes21

uC1&^C1u→(
ss8

E
eF

vc
dvCs

†~v!us̄&^s̄8uCs8~v!. ~5!
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In comparison to Eq.~4!, the density matrix of Eq.~5! is
diagonal inv; that is, the elastic scattering has led to a d
struction of the phase coherence~i.e., dephasing!. However,
the spin part still shows the same degree of entanglem,
where similar conclusions would apply for inelastic but sp
independent scatterings.Thus, the decay of an optically ex
cited charged exciton indeed generates a robust spin
tanglement between the electron in the dot and reservoir.

Disentanglement. We finally comment on the process o
disentanglement. In fact, any scattering channel that cou
with unequal strength to the spins~or affects only one spin
orientation! is responsible for such entanglement decay. N
ively, one could expect that a preferential scattering of,
example, spin-up electrons in the reservoir would establis
stronger degree of spin-down population in the dot; howe
this is not supported by our calculations, which show t
any spin-selective scattering23 forces the spinswith equal
probability to one of the two orientations. Thus, to expe
mentally detect spin entanglement in the proposed sche
both electrons have to be monitored. This could be achie
by introducing a ferromagnetic contact at the interface of
n-doped region, which acts as a spin filter for the reserv
electron. Transmission across the interface corresponds
spin measurement that also determines the spin orientatis
of the electron in the QD. The resulting stateus& could be
probed by a second, time-delayed opticalp-pulse whose po-
larization is chosen such that it selectively excites thes23
transition. Thus, the transmission into the ferromagnet is
companied by the optical excitation of a second charged
citon in the dot~that consecutively is transferred to an ele
tric current!. On the other hand, if the second optical pu
arrives before disentanglement, the dot density matrix
mixture 1/2(sus&^su and optical excitation occurs only wit
a 50% probability, which results in a distinctly differen
noise characteristics of the photocurrent.

In conclusion, we have proposed a scheme for an o
cally triggered spin entanglement of electrons in semic
ductors. It consists of a single-electron doped quantum
embedded in a field-effect structure. Optical excitation of
additional electron–hole pair~charged exciton! is transferred
through tunneling to a photocurrent, where the spins of
electrons in the dot and reservoir are maximally entang
We have discussed that this entanglement is robust ag
dephasing and relaxation processes that are not s
selective, and thus benefits from the long spin lifetimes
semiconductors. The proposed device might be useful in
ture quantum information applications to establish entan
Downloaded 01 Jul 2003 to 143.50.77.14. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ment between spatially separated sites; there, it might
advantageous to replace then-type reservoir by quantum
wires ~for a natural realization of such combined dot-wi
structures see, e.g., Ref. 14!. Finally, in contrast to other
proposal for spin entanglement in semiconductors,24 our
scheme allows the creation of spin-entangled electrons
demand~through optical triggering!.
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